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ABSTRACT

This paper presents two continua for classifying and comparing vir-
tual and augmented reality systems We are particularly interested
in user interfaces consisting of physical-virtual tools. The Within
System Tool Virtualization Continuum compares the level of task
overloading for tools in a single application. Application design-
ers can use this continuum to aid in developing the tools required
for a system’s user interface. The Inter-System Tool Virtualization
Continuum is used to compare the relative complexity of the user
interfaces and tools between different systems. We have analyzed
and placed several tools and systems from our previous work and
from other researchers onto the continua to allow them to be com-
pared.

Keywords: Spatial Augmented Reality, User Interfaces, Tool Vir-
tualization Continuum.

Index Terms: H.5.2 [Information Interfaces and Presentation]:
Graphical User Interfaces—Input Devices and Strategies; I.3.6
[Computer Graphics]: Methodology and Techniques—Interaction
Techniques

1 INTRODUCTION

Tool virtualization is the overloading of one tool with a number
of functions and attributes. For example a pen can be overloaded
with a number of different colors and tips. In the case of a physical
pen the ink cartage and the tip of of the pen may be replaced. The
ability to quantify the property of tool virtualization is of particular
importance for physical tools in virtual environments.

This paper will explore tool virtualization for interactive Spa-
tial Augmented Reality (SAR) applications, and in particular our
Physical-Virtual Tools (PVT) [8], to support interactions within
large-scale SAR environments. Sets of PVT, augmented with pro-
jected graphics, are useful for SAR systems, because different types
of interactions are suited to tools with different form factors. For ex-
ample, a pistol shaped tool is suited for it just out of arms reach in-
teraction, such as airbrushing onto an object, or for pointing. How-
ever, for annotation directly onto an object a stylus is more suit-
able. We have previously created dedicated tools suitable for cer-
tain types of interactions. Each tool supports multiple tasks, with
the active task shown by changing the projection onto the tool.

In this paper we describe two continua for ranking tools and the
applications that use them.

The Within System Tool Virtualization Continuum compares
the level of task overloading for tools in a single application. Ap-
plication designers can use this continuum to aid in developing the
tools required for a system’s user interface, by comparing the dif-
ferent complexities of the overloaded tools. Suppose a selection
of different physical tools are available for the application architect
to choose or design themselves. Based on the complexity of tasks
and the application, the number and styles of physical tools with
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Figure 1: The Tablet tool during the color selection task.

appropriate attribute overloading will be determined. In the case of
designing a SAR-based PVT, the continuum provides a means of
determining which tools would have the most complex virtualiza-
tion. When designing the physical shape of the tool, the ability to
display virtual information on the tool itself needs to be taken into
account.

The Inter-System Tool Virtualization Continuum compares
the entire sets of tools between systems. This enables the user to
understand to what extent a toolkit of a system virtualizes its tools
compared to other systems, and to gauge the relative complexities
of their user interfaces.

These continua are useful to application designers, aiding them
in:

1. developing user interface toolkits for SAR applications; in
particular, assessing application requirements in terms of our
TVC will help designers to decide on the number and nature
of tools required,

2. quantifying and ranking the level of virtualization of the set
of tools in one application, and

3. comparing the complexity of user interfaces between applica-
tions.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: the remain-
der of this section describes SAR and our motivation for using the
technology, followed by a description of our PVT concept. Section
2 gives an overview of the related work. Section 3 describes our two
continua for classifying tools and the systems that use them. Sec-
tion 4 provides concrete examples of using the continua, by classi-
fying tools we have created previously as well as work from other
researchers. Finally, we conclude, with a look towards future work.

1.1 Spatial Augmented Reality
Spatial augmented reality uses digital projectors to project
perspective-correct computer generated images and information



onto objects in the real world. This is in contrast to other Aug-
mented Reality (AR) research which uses hand-held or head worn
displays for providing virtual information. SAR benefits from the
natural depth cues and passive haptic feedback provided by physi-
cal objects. Rather than adding purely virtual objects to the environ-
ment, SAR projections change the appearance of physical surfaces.
The display technology of SAR is embedded in the environment;
the users are not required to wear or carry equipment to see the
augmented view. This makes SAR useful for collaborative applica-
tions and interaction techniques requiring both hands. The nature of
SAR is not without limitations. SAR systems require physical sur-
faces to project onto; it is not easy to place a virtual object in ‘mid
air’ in a SAR environment. As with other AR display techniques,
rendering view-dependent effects requires tracking the user. In col-
laborative tasks, these effects would only appear correct from the
specific tracked viewpoint of a single user.

Therefore, SAR systems need to be tailored to take advantage of
the benefits of SAR, while avoiding the disadvantages. SAR can
not replace other display technologies for applications with the re-
strictions described above. However, when the computer generated
graphics involve modifying the appearance of physical objects, and
where view dependent rendering for multiple users is not required,
the benefits of SAR make it a compelling choice. The types of
SAR systems considered for this paper range from small table top
systems, where the user interacts with objects on the table, to larger
room size systems with one or more large artifacts being augmented
with computer generated images. We also want to support collab-
orative tasks. An industrial designer and client modifying and an-
notating a physical mock-up is an example scenario of this type of
system. The users should be able to move around unencumbered,
allowing them to view and interact with augmented objects from
different angles.

1.2 Physical-Virtual Tools

When designing user interfaces, the designer needs to make com-
promises between having many single purpose tools and a single
tool that is used for all interaction. An example in the physical
tool world is mechanics’ tools. A standard set of wrenches are in-
cluded in their toolbox, with an individual wrench for every size of
bolt. Alternately, a shifting spanner could be used. Choosing one of
these options is a trade off between many single purpose tools, and
one flexible tool that is not as well suited to any one task. An exam-
ple in the virtual domain is a virtual ink pen. Different pens could
be color coded to allow the user to pick up a pen and know what
color it will draw with. SMART Technologies1 provides this capa-
bility, While a number of systems have allowed the user to change
the color of the ink virtually with a single physical pen device.

Our PVT[8] are designed to encompass the entire user interface
for SAR applications. Key properties of SAR systems are the user’s
unencumbered view of the physical world, and users do not having
to wear or hold the display device. With this in mind, the user inter-
face is based around physical tools to be manipulated. The modes
of operation that are supported by a tool are defined by the shape of
the tool itself; employing a pencil shaped tool will perform pencil
like operations. The use of SAR allows for the projection of in-
formation onto the tool itself, highlighting the overloading of the
tool’s operation. The active mode is conveyed to the user through
visual feedback projected directly onto the tool itself. This removes
the need for user interface controls to be projected onto the walls,
floor, ceiling, or other objects in the environment. The user can
view and interact with the system from dramatically different view-
points, such as from either side of a car.

1http://smarttech.com

2 BACKGROUND

Our work on physical-virtual tools is closely related to graspable
and tangible user interfaces (TUI). Graspable user interfaces [2],
are systems where user interaction is accomplished by manipulating
physical objects that are handles to virtual controls. This concept is
extended by Ullmer and Ishii [17], who define tangible analogues to
standard graphical user interface elements, such as icons, windows,
and controls. TUI have been used for a variety of applications in-
cluding landscape analysis [9] and urban planning [18]. TUI con-
cepts are compelling for interactive SAR applications, since SAR
also relies on physical objects as projection surfaces. The key dif-
ference between the work in TUI and our work is TUI applications
typically use separate tools for each task. For example, Urp has sep-
arate tools for measuring distances and previewing reflections. The
appearance of the tools is not modified by the system itself. Our
work aims to reduce the number of tools required by meaningfully
overloading tools with several tasks and attributes, and changing
the appearance of the tool depending on its current state.

Our work is also related to props, which are commonly used in
virtual reality applications as physical handles to virtual objects and
controls [3]. Previous research has shown being able to physically
touch virtual objects enhances the user experience [4], and physi-
cal handles can help with operations such as rotating virtual objects
[19]. Props have been used for 3D modeling tasks. For example,
Spray Modeling [5] uses a physical airbrush prop to spray virtual
material onto a model. The airbrush is similar to a PVT used for
a single task, but the appearance of the tool is not augmented with
extra information. Surface Drawing [12] uses household kitchen
tongs as props for moving and scaling virtual objects. The main
difference between this and our work is rather than using props as
stand ins for tools, we want to design the tools specifically for cer-
tain types of tasks, then overload their functionality and provide
feedback to the user by altering the projection. At the single tool
end of the spectrum is the Virtual Tricorder [20]. This physical tool
is used in VR systems for all tasks the user needs to perform. As
the virtual tricorder is used in immersive VR applications, tool’s
physical appearance is completely replaced by computer graphics.
The Personal Interaction Panel [16] is another tool used for all in-
teractions. The panel is a blank tablet, with its appearance provided
by the AR or VR system.

Our investigations into interactive SAR applications are inspired
by Shader Lamps [10], a SAR technology that utilizes digital pro-
jectors to augment physical objects with computer generated im-
ages. Physical objects are represented in the system as textured 3D
models. Calibrated projectors are used to project the virtual model
onto the physical object. Projecting onto white objects allows dif-
ferent materials to be simulated, as well as other effects such as
non photo-realistic rendering [11]. The Shader Lamps system has
been extended to allow the user to paint onto physical objects us-
ing a tracked brush [1]. The system projects the paint color onto
the tip of a brush prop, and a color palette at a fixed location onto
the workbench. A tracked stylus has also been used in a SAR sys-
tem for programming motion paths for industrial robots [21]. A 2D
GUI is provided on a tablet PC for controlling the application. Kurz
et al. [6] implemented techniques for laser pointer tracking and in-
teraction using a pan/tilt/zoom camera. Gesture based techniques
enable action at a distance in SAR environments. SAR has been
used in medical applications, where a tracked stylus is used to vir-
tually mark surgical targets onto a patient, with the marks projected
digitally [14]. Manufacturing has benefited, where laser projectors
mark weld points onto car parts [13].

3 THE TOOL VIRTUALIZATION CONTINUA

In this section we describe our two continua for classifying and
comparing individual tools used in SAR systems, and for compar-
ing the systems that make use of these tools. We discuss how ap-
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Figure 2: The Within System Tool Virtualization Continuum, showing
the positions of several tools.

plication designers can use our TVC to help when designing SAR
applications. In particular, our TVC help to determine the number
of tools required, and the nature (physical shape) of these tools.

3.1 Within System TVC
The Within System TVC (WS-TVC) helps designers of SAR ap-
plications to make decisions on the number of tools required for an
application, and the physical nature of these tools. The continuum
considers two factors: tasks and attributes. A task is the physi-
cal interaction required to achieve a goal. For example, the act of
drawing a predefined shape on an object. Each task can have zero or
more user changeable attributes. Selection is an example of a task
requiring no attributes. In the shape drawing example, attributes
may include fill color, stroke color and style, and shape geometry.

Designers can use the WS-TVC when deciding on the number
and type of tools required for a system. The designer must first de-
fine the tasks and attributes for each task the system will support.
Tasks that contain similar types of interaction are suitable for con-
sideration for overloading on a single tool. For example, virtual
spray painting and a laser pointer both involve pointing at an ob-
ject, and therefore would require a tool with a similar form factor.
These two tasks are ideal for consolidation onto a single tool. When
deciding whether to have a separate task, or add an attribute to an
existing task, the designer should look at the interaction required to
complete the task. If the two potential tasks require identical inter-
actions, then a single task should be used, and an attribute added.
For example, ‘drawing red’ requires identical interaction from the
user as ‘drawing blue’, so a single ‘draw’ task should be added with
a color attribute.

The WS-TVC is shown in Figure 2. The tools listed in the figure
are described in Section 4. It contains two axes. A tool’s position
on the x-axis is defined by the number of tasks a tool has been
overloaded with, and its position on the y-axis is defined by the
number of attributes for the task with the most attributes. The x-
axis tells the designer the relative burden of the tool. There is more
cognitive load required in swapping the active task, and recalling
the active task as the number of tasks a tool supports increases.
In addition, the physical design of the tool will be less ideal for
any particular task as the number of supported tasks increases, as
the design must accommodate different kinds of interaction. The
y-axis places design constraints on the physical tool, since as the
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Figure 3: The Inter-System Tool Virtualization Continuum. Several
applications have been placed on the graph.

number of attributes increases, more information must be shown
simultaneously, requiring a larger projection area.

This leads to the two competing factors on placing a system on
the continuum, number of physical tools verses the number of at-
tributes and tasks overloaded on each physical tool. In the case of
the pen, there are a number of standard attributes that can be over-
loaded including color, line thickness, and tip shape. The tip shape
is good example of how the continuum allows the developer to de-
cide between two factors. On the one hand virtually overloading
a single physical pen with different tool tips requires less physical
tools to accommodate all tasks, while on the other hand drawing
with different tip shapes on the pen feels different to the user. The
developer must make a design decision on the best outcome for the
system based on the requirements given to them. Virtual pens can
do different actions to physical pens, such as line patterns, gradient
line colors, automatic straightening, and automatic arrowheads.

The above pen example describes different attributes for a sin-
gle physical tool that had the same basic functionality, a hand-held
drawing instrument. However, the tool could also be overloaded
with completely different tasks. For example the pen device could
also perform selection tasks. There are many different modes of
performing selections, such as: select, copy, paste, duplicate, cut,
or resize.

3.1.1 Using the WS-TVC
Once a designer has decided on the base number of tools, they
should be placed on the WS-TVC and evaluated. As a tool’s po-
sition in the x-axis increases, the designer should consider adding
another tool with a different physical design. The new tool should
be designed for a subset of the original tool’s supported tasks. As a
tool’s position on the y-axis increases, the designer should consider
adding another tool with an identical physical design to remove
the need for some of the attributes. For example, changing from a
‘predefined shape’ tool with geometry and fill color attributes, to
separate tools for each geometric shape, so each tool only requires
the color attribute.

3.2 Inter-System TVC
Where the WS-TVC compares the individual tools that make up
a system, the Inter-System TVC (IS-TVC) is used to compare the



Figure 4: The Ray Gun Tool.

relative complexity of user interfaces among different systems. The
IS-TVC, shown in Figure 3, illustrates the transition in the x-axis
from a single virtualized tool responsible for all user input to hav-
ing dedicated tools for each task, and on the y-axis the transition
of mean number of tasks per tool from a single task to every task
mapped onto each tool.

We see the increase in the y-axis as an increase of cognitive load
of a total system. On average, each tool is required to support more
tasks, and as such requires a more complicated mental mapping
when changing tasks. While an increase in the x-axis increases the
complexity of physical workspace to support more physical tools.
This increase in complexity would impact the size and organization
of the workspace to accommodate the tool set and the time required
to physically change tools.

3.2.1 Using the IS-TVC
IS-TVC allows one to compare the complexity of the user inter-
face between systems and visualize their relative cognitive load and
complexity of physical workspace. We propose the complexity of
user interface increases as the system moves away from the origin
of the graph. Systems in the lower left of the IS-TVC would have
less complex user interfaces. While moving into the upper right of
the continuum would have the most complex user interfaces. Cur-
rently most systems would be towards the left hand side of the con-
tinuum but spread vertically. TUI research is exploring the regions
more to the right of the continuum.

4 EXAMPLE TOOLS

This section describes several of the physical-virtual tools we have
developed for our SAR systems, and places them on the WS-TVC.
We will give tools a rank in the form (x,y), where x is the tool’s task
rank, and y is the tool’s attribute rank. We will also discuss tools that
have been developed by other researchers, and where possible place
these tools on the WS-TVC as well. The tools’ positions on the
continuum are illustrated in Figure 2. For implementation details
of the applications built using these tools, please see our previously
published physical-virtual tools [8] and augmented foam sculpting
[7] papers.

4.1 Ray Gun
The Ray Gun (Figure 4) is a pistol shaped device held in the user’s
dominant hand. The top of the device is flat, providing an area for
projection. This form factor is suited to tasks that involve pointing
at objects. The ray gun was intentionally designed with a large flat

Figure 5: The Stylus Tool.

area for projection, allowing for more overloaded tasks and more
complex attributes to be shown.

We have previously used the Ray Gun for the following over-
loaded tasks:

• Airbrushing onto objects. This task has several user change-
able attributes: paint color, spray angle, brush hardness, and
paint flow.

• Virtual laser pointer. This task has a single user changeable
attribute: The color of the laser dot.

• Drawing custom stencils on the tablet. This task has no user
changeable attributes.

• Command entry on the PIP. This task also has no user change-
able attributes.

Therefore, we give this tool a rank of (4,4). As this tool has a
high task rank, we have needed to modify the appearance of the tool
depending on the active task. In airbrush mode, an arc is projected
onto the tool filled with the current paint color. As with a physical
airbrush, the further one holds the airbrush away from the spray
surface, the wider the painted area. The angle of the arc represents
the spray angle of the brush when painting. We have chosen this
representation so the user can quickly see the brush mode. When
painting, the top of the tool lights up with the paint color, indicating
a paint operation is in progress. This gives the user feedback that
painting is occurring, even if the user has the device pointed away
from any objects. In laser pointer mode, the projection onto the
device changes to an arrow pointing towards the tip of the tool,
indicating laser pointer mode. We could have provided a tool for
each of these functions; however as the form factors of the tools
would be similar we have chosen to combine the functions onto a
single virtualized tool. We do not change the appearance of the tool
for command entry and stencil drawing, as the tool reverts back to
its previous state once these tasks are complete.

4.2 Stylus
The stylus (Figure 5) is an easy to hold pen like device, with a
small flat area suitable for projection. This tool has been used to
compliment the Ray Gun. While it would have been possible to
use the system exclusively with the Ray Gun, the stylus has been
provided for tasks where a pistol grip is less suitable for the type of
interaction required.

The tasks we have used the stylus for include:



• Annotation onto design artifacts. This task requires a single
attribute: the color of the pen.

• Drawing custom stencils on the tablet.

• Command entry on the PIP. Again, this task also has no user
changeable attributes.

Note that two of the tasks supported by the Stylus were also sup-
ported by the Ray Gun. We made this decision so the user could
work with whatever tool they were currently holding, and so two
users could work at the same time with different tools.

We give the Stylus a rank of (3,1). The low attribute rank is
important for this tool. It is designed to be held in the hand like
a pen, and therefore can only provide a small area for projection.
As our system grows more complex, more attributes will be added,
such as line style and thickness, increasing the attribute rank. We
foresee that eventually there will be too many attributes and another
tool will need to be added, taking over some of the functionality.

4.3 Hot Wire Cutter

Figure 6: The Hot Wire Cutter.

The Hot Wire Cutter (Figure 6) was developed for Augmented
Foam Sculpting [7]. This is an example of a highly specialized
tool, used for a single task: cutting through a piece of foam while
simultaneously simulating the cut operation on a virtual model. No
customizable attributes are available to the user. Therefore, this tool
would receive a rank of (1,0).

4.4 Tablet
The tablet (Figure 1) is a physical board approximately the size of
an A4 piece of paper. Our tablet can be considered a PIP [16] style
tool, being used for a variety of tasks:

• Stenciling for the airbrush. This task has two attributes: the
stencil shape and whether the stencil is normal or inverted.

• A target for drawing new stencils. Here we can consider the
stencil shape being drawn as an attribute.

• Command entry. The tablet is used to change attributes for
other tasks through buttons and controls projected onto it. The
number of attributes can therefore be considered as the sum of
attributes for the other tasks.

Figure 7: Mockup of the two handed manipulation tool. Red shows
button locations

The command entry task allocated to this tool makes it difficult
to place in the continuum, as the position depends on a specific
application. However, if we restrict our classification to the air-
brushing application, the tablet would receive a rank of (3,6). We
consider the tablet closest to a single virtual tool, as it supports the
greatest number of tasks. In theory a PIP could support any user
interface controls that appear on a traditional desktop. Our tablet
supports a number of buttons and different control devices.

4.5 Possible Future Tools
We have created several general purpose and specialized tools for
our SAR systems. However, we plan on extending our toolbox with
additional devices.

A two handed manipulator, shown in Figure 7, will allow two
handed interactions. This is another example of a tool that can be
heavily overloaded with a number of tasks. We foresee this tool
being used to position, rotate, and scale virtual elements in the sys-
tem. In addition, this tool could be used for tasks such as placing
predefined shapes onto objects. One hand would define the cen-
ter point of the shape to add, with the relative position of the other
hand defining the size and orientation of the shape. Based on this
prediction, we can give this tool a rank of (4,1).

Augmented Digital Calipers could be used for precise measure-
ment in a SAR environment. Such a tool would be useful, as current
real time tracking technologies do not provide the high precision
and accuracy that is possible with digital calipers. This is an exam-
ple of a specialized, single purpose tool, and as such would receive
a rank of (1,0).

4.6 Tools From Other Researchers
So far we have explored our TVC in respect to our own previous
research. In this section we revisit several of the tools discussed in
Section 2 and attempt to place them on the WS-TVC. We also look
at the systems as a whole, placing them on the IS-TVC.

Dynamic Shader Lamps [1] provides a tracked paintbrush for
digitally paint onto physical objects. This tool has two tasks: paint-
ing and color selection, with a single attribute: the active color.
Therefore we can place the paintbrush at (2,1) on the WS-TVC. Dy-
namic Shader Lamps as a whole would be placed at (1,2) on the IS-
TVC. The stylus tools used for industrial robot programming [21]
and marking surgical targets [14] would both be placed at (1,0) on
the WS-TVC, as they are used for single tasks with no user change-
able attributes. The robot programming system would be placed at



(2,2) on the IS-TVC, as it also uses a tablet PC for command en-
try, while the surgery application would be placed at (1,1) on the
IS-TVC.

Spray Modeling [5] uses a single tool for its functionality: the
airbrush. The airbrush is responsible for three tasks: line drawing,
volume spraying, and air spraying. This gives the tool a task rank
of 3. It is unclear from the paper exactly how many attributes were
defined for each task, so we are unable to give the tool an attribute
rank. It is also worth noting that the tool was not augmented with
information based on the active task. The application as a whole
would be placed at (1,3) on the IS-TVC, showing a heavily over-
loaded tool used for all interaction.

Urp [18] is a TUI system utilizing five tools: clock, distance,
reflection, wind, and camera. This system is a good example of
having many single purpose tools. As such, it is placed at (5,1) on
the IS-TVC, with each tool receiving a score of (1,0) on the WS-
TVC.

The Personal Interaction Panel (AR/VR) [15], Virtual Tricorder
(VR) [20], and standard computer mouse are examples single tools
that are used for all interaction. It is difficult to place these tools ex-
actly on the WS-TVC, as their position would depend on the system
in which they are being used. However, we can say that both the
attribute rank and task rank for these tool is high. This is because
the tools are designed to be used for all user interaction within a
system. Along the same lines, we can classify systems using these
tools as being in the upper left region of the IS-TVC.

5 CONCLUSION

This paper has presented two continua for measuring virtualization
and task overloading of tools in virtual environments. The WS-
TVC compares individual tools used in a single system. It features
two axes: task rank and attribute rank. Application designers can
use this continuum to aid in making decisions regarding the number
and physical design of the tools required for a system. The IS-TVC
is used to compare the relative complexity of user interfaces among
multiple systems. This two axis continuum considers the number
of tools in a system, and the mean number of tasks per tool.

We have compared several of the tools we have developed for the
industrial design domain by analyzing their uses and placing them
on the WS-TVC. We have also compared our work against selected
previous research, by placing tools on the WS-TVC and systems
as a whole on the IS-TVC. We have described how the WS-TVC
can aid designers when designing systems. In the future we would
like to investigate whether general optimal numbers of tools and
levels of task overloading exist. This would further aid designers,
as we would be able to divide our continua into “acceptable” and
“unacceptable” regions.
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